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New Works & Ongoing
Travels

Happy Holidays and thank you for all your support and
interest in my various projects this last year. I hope
you’re doing well, staying healthy and creative. 
I wanted to give you an update now that I sold my
home, am living in the van in Baja, MX, and working on
a couple of books.

I’ve been slowly heading south through the various
coastal villages and have settled in Todos Santos for a
month or two while I catch up on computer work. I have
to admit, it’s hard to do here as the internet is
unavailable where I usually stay (rural beaches) and so
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apologies to those I’ve missed. If you’d like to see
where we’ve been, I post a few micro-videos to
Youtube and Instagram. The stories will come later! In
the meantime, here’s the next book, preorders just
opened up. Thanks again, S.

G’Dog by SARAH LEAMY
$14.99

A collection of vignettes set in the animal world and
inspired by a few anonymous Russian fables of the

early 20th century.

“Wry, wise and humorous, these charming sketches
offer a captivating look at the world through the eyes of
dogs, Harold and Rosie, along with monkeys, mice, a

turtle, a fire ant and one pet writer. Gritty and
heartening, these fables give us a magical look at

critters, creativity and life itself.”

—Denise Ryan (award-winning journalist and essayist)

“Unconditional love for animals, art, words, and
weirdness – a treat for us good humans.”

–Kayleigh Marinelli (The Fantastic Fabricated Life of
Lyle Parker)

“Here is a mad romp into the lives of animals that has
elevated this human’s consciousness to the point of

https://www.youtube.com/user/sarahleamy
https://www.instagram.com/dirtroadsanddogs/?hl=en
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bursting with sight and sound, taste and smell—what it
is to touch the world in a more pure way; a work of

expansive, fundamental empathy.”

–Miriam McEwen (Editor at South Carolina Review and
the Swamp)

“Genuine animal-sprinkled stories that will suck you in.”

–Gina Tron (Employment)

Pre-orders Available Here
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